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Introduction  –The idea of a mad mind

Always looking for tools to Always looking for tools to 

help our staff succeedhelp our staff succeed

Introduced to the concept of Introduced to the concept of 

EQ through a good friendEQ through a good friend

Theorizing out loud……. Theorizing out loud……. 

with your help!with your help!

Session ObjectivesSession Objectives

Define Emotional Intelligence,                 Define Emotional Intelligence,                 
discuss the historydiscuss the history

Define attitude and discuss how EQ influence Define attitude and discuss how EQ influence 
attitudes and decision making is affected attitudes and decision making is affected 

Define risk management and                         Define risk management and                         
risk management attituderisk management attitude

Explore how to develop a                               Explore how to develop a                               
risk management attitude risk management attitude 

Identify ways to help develop staff        Identify ways to help develop staff        
emotional intelligence to create the desired                    emotional intelligence to create the desired                    
risk management attituderisk management attitude

Emotional Intelligence? Emotional Intelligence? WTH?WTH?

What is Emotional What is Emotional 

Intelligence?Intelligence?

Where did it come from?Where did it come from?
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Emotional Intelligence……Emotional Intelligence……

Let’s dissect for a momentLet’s dissect for a moment
Components of emotional developmentComponents of emotional development

Temperament - “nature” (inherent)
Environmental factors - “nurture” (learned)

Major elements of Emotional Major elements of Emotional 
IntelligenceIntelligence
The ability to:

Recognize Emotions - self and others
Understand Emotions - empathy,        

relative regard
Appropriately Express Emotions -

emotional honesty and;
Deal with Emotions – impulse control, 

stress tolerance, interdependence       
and quality of life

Emotional Intelligence and Emotional Intelligence and 

Aquatics is there a parallel?Aquatics is there a parallel?
Emotional Intelligence is the “Link 

between psychological and 
physiological effect of emotions.”

What are we asking our staff What are we asking our staff 
to do on a daily basis?to do on a daily basis?

“Lifeguarding is the only profession where 
you can go from total boredom to extreme 
terror in a blink of an eye.” –Dr. John

IQ is only 20% of the success a person 
can achieve….in most situations, 
success happens in a social context.  

What does that mean??? 

Emotional Intelligence Emotional Intelligence 

and Decision Makingand Decision Making
Understanding of personal drive and motivationsUnderstanding of personal drive and motivations

Effective decision making begins with being aware of the 

emotions that drive them 

Able to describe feelings about the situation

Able to foresee how they will feel after a decision 
(positive or negative outcome)

Recognition of emotion to achieve understandingRecognition of emotion to achieve understanding
Awareness and understanding can enable the choice to 
change a behavior

Helps with what to do next
Basis for making more logical and rational choices

Overcoming Fight, flight or freeze

Help recognize tendencies to react in a habitual way

Counter-productive  (Can’t adapt to situation because 

rigidity rules)

Productive  (Determine whether or not to change habitual 
behavior)

Attitude? I have an Attitude?Attitude? I have an Attitude?

How would you define attitude?How would you define attitude?

“The state of mind, mental view or 
disposition with regard to a fact 
or state”

“The positioning of and object in 
space (i.e. an aircraft, spaceship, 
etc.) where an orientation of axis 
in relation to some reference 
plane usually the horizon.”

Both rely on a datum point.
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Attitude of an aircraft does not 
produce motion….but it is a 
direct influence on the 
direction taken

Different extremes in attitude 
require different types of 
response

You may prefer one response, 
but the final outcome remains 
a matter of choice

Attitude vs. AttitudeAttitude vs. Attitude

The difference is the spelling?The difference is the spelling?
Attitude and Emotional Intelligence Attitude and Emotional Intelligence 

.…a parallel again?.…a parallel again?

More realistic definition:More realistic definition:
“chosen response to a situation” 

Perception is a key driver of attitudePerception is a key driver of attitude
Determines how a situation is seen, therefore what 

response will be chosen

Identification of influences, understanding the influences, 
creates the possibility for change …..sounds a lot like 
emotional intelligence, huh?

Attitudes are chosenAttitudes are chosen
They can be understood and managed

Nobody is “just wired that way” there is always a choice

How do you think attitudes effect decision making?How do you think attitudes effect decision making?

Attitude drives behaviors, ultimately behaviors will differ 
based on perception….it may not be reality

Perception is the key driver in attitude about riskPerception is the key driver in attitude about risk
Perceptions can change, adjust and shift.

Risk adverse – corporate vs. aquatic world
Risk seeking – corporate vs. aquatic world

Situations can be perceived in many different ways within 
individual members of a team and can affect the team 
behavior, ultimately affecting decisions

Perceived favorable/neutral situation
Behavior is driven primarily by attitudeBehavior is driven primarily by attitude

No threat is perceived, therefore attitude typically is optimistic

Perceived unfavorable/hostile situation
Behavior is more reactiveBehavior is more reactive
May be contrary to desired attitude, reaction based on habit

Situational Behaviors….Situational Behaviors….

it’s all about perceptionit’s all about perception
Risk management…..Risk management…..

How would you define risk?How would you define risk?

Corporate vs. Aquatic 

“Uncertainty that could have a positive or 
negative effect on one or more objectives.”

“The problem with the future is that more things 
might happen than will happen.” –Plato

How would you define risk management?How would you define risk management?

Identifying, assessing the significance and 
determining the appropriate response to risk
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Risk management and attitude?Risk management and attitude?

Risk management requires Risk management requires 

human judgment.human judgment. The 

“human factor” cannot be 

ignored…influence behaviors

Risk attitude….definedRisk attitude….defined

If If RiskRisk = = an uncertainty that could 
have a positive or negative effect 
on one or more objectives

If If AttitudeAttitude = = a chosen state of mine, 
mental view or disposition with 
regard to a fact or state

Then Then Risk AttitudeRisk Attitude = = chosen 
response to uncertainty that 
matters, driven by perception

How could this knowledge be How could this knowledge be 
valuable to us?valuable to us?

Risk attitude….let’s exploreRisk attitude….let’s explore

There are many possible attitudes that 
can be taken toward the same 
situation, all resulting in differing 
behaviors, that lead to consequences.

So...logically… teaching the right teaching the right 
attitude about risk is imperative to attitude about risk is imperative to 
achieve the desired result.achieve the desired result.

Understanding how attitudes are formed 
and how attitudes affect behaviors is 
key in helping to create the desired 
risk attitude.

Internal Situational Behavior Internal Situational Behavior 

Factors That Affect Risk AttitudeFactors That Affect Risk Attitude
HeuristicHeuristic -- using previous experiences to form an 

appropriate response…..so heuristics have a 
direct effect by influencing response based on 
subconscious frames of reference specifically;

AvailabilityAvailability –– experience that is memorable or recent

RepresentativenessRepresentativeness –– stereotypical and/or similar 
situations

Anchoring and AdjustmentAnchoring and Adjustment –– having a starting point and 
adjusting opinion as facts become available (I think the 
rate of compressions to breaths is 18 to 3, what do you 
think?)

The Confirmation TrapThe Confirmation Trap –– “See, I was right” (Decision is 
confirmed from one aspect and all other contrary 
information is ignored)
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External Situational Behavior External Situational Behavior 

Factors That Affect Risk AttitudeFactors That Affect Risk Attitude
Level of relevant skills, 

knowledge or expertise

Perception of probability or 
frequency of occurrence

Perception of impact magnitude 
(positive or negative)

Degree of perceived control or 
choice in the situation

Closeness of risk in time        
(now or later?)

Potential for direct consequences

Great, now what?Great, now what?
How do you think emotional How do you think emotional 

intelligence influences intelligence influences 

attitude?attitude?

Why are attitudes important Why are attitudes important 

to understand?to understand?

How can we use this How can we use this 

information about information about 

emotional intelligence and emotional intelligence and 

attitudes to help with risk attitudes to help with risk 

management?management?

Tools to Help Improve Tools to Help Improve 

Emotional IntelligenceEmotional Intelligence

GOOD NEWS!  GOOD NEWS!  Emotional Intelligence 
can be taught!

Start with you - Self awareness

All sorts of self awareness tests on-line
Work on weak areas of EQ 

Understand your staff

Lots of different resources to “test” your staff’s 
EQ

Help them understand themselves
Provide activities to improve their EQ

How will you use this knowledge?How will you use this knowledge?

Your thoughts?Your thoughts?

Resources

Understanding and Managing Risk 
Management Attitudes – David Hillson/  
Ruth Murray-Webster (www.risk-doctor.com)

Putting Emotional Intelligence to Work –
David Ryback

Quick Emotional Intelligence Activities for 
Busy Managers –Adele B. Lynn


